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Eric Cameron, Thanatos, 2011 
 
 
The News From Here, the 2013 Alberta Biennial of Contemporary Art on at AGA 
through May 5. 
  
----- 
EDMONTON - With the adjustments and excitement of a complex show emerging around 
her, curator Nancy Tousley is beaming. Thirty-six artists representing the Alberta perspective 
sounds like an exercise in herding lynxes, and Tousley admits, “Most biennials are kind of 
grab bags. They get a really loose theme that accommodates whatever the curator wants to 
put in.” 
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But the statements in the Art Gallery of Alberta’s 2013 Biennial of Contemporary Art strike 
a common note. Besides mini-themes of frontier, oil, native resistance, gardens and even 
dead bears, it’s really unspoken confidence that pulls them all together. Tousley points out a 
50-year spread between the youngest artist and Eric Cameron in the new biennial. The 
elder’s suspended plane of paint-dipped Remembrance Day poppies, a reaction to a belief he 
was dying, is an integral moment in the show’s impact as you breach the third-floor gallery at 
the AGA. 
 
“Having exceeded my biblical allotted three-score years and 10 by six years,” Calgary’s 
Cameron jokes in a lifelong Leicester accent, “they all ought to treat me with respect for age, 
if not for art.” 
 
This is the eighth Alberta Biennial of Contemporary Art. The last one, called Timeland, was 
about 2-1/2 years ago. It runs at the AGA until May. The biennial’s films will also play in 
Calgary. 
 
Tousley, an art critic for the Calgary Herald for more than 30 years, has experience curating 
shows in Toronto and Brooklyn, N.Y., and she won a Governor General’s Award for Visual 
and Media Arts. She says the choice of this biennial’s name is “no coincidence at all. The 
News From Here indicates looking inward and outward. I was hoping to give the inside 
perspective and project it outward.” 
 
She explains the idea behind the name with a history lesson, starting in 1977 when she first 
arrived on the scene. “The favourite genre of painting was still very much connected to 
traditional landscape painting. Rolling hills, vast prairies, big skies. Not to put it down, but it 
was something that was coming out of the earliest painters that came out here to work, 
working in a British watercolour tradition. 
 
“Then colour field abstraction became a very important mode in the northern part of the 
province, where in the south, possibly because of the presence of a lot of Americans 
(teaching art), there was more interest in conceptualism and in pop art, and in a kind of funk 
art that had to do with everyday life.” 
 
In the ’80s, she notes, many artists with serious career aspirations were forced to ask 
themselves if they could fulfil their potential in Alberta. “There was a drain on talent. People 
who stayed often regretted, and yearned to be somewhere else.” 
 
She believes, as a whole, that has changed. “I don’t think artists in Alberta want to be 
anywhere else now. They can go wherever they want to be and stay there as long as they 
want, but still feel a strong anchor in place. Artists in Alberta travel. They network. They go 
to school abroad. They attend international residencies. They are hooked into social 
networks. They have opportunities to show internationally that their teachers didn’t have. 
“As the world has enlarged, Alberta has enlarged.” 
 
Reading the show’s catalogue — the size of a graphic novel and full of as many narrative 
twists — confirms this. Accolades emerge for painter Chris Cran’s work in the National 
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Gallery, biennial vet Jason de Haan’s show in Reykjavik and Amanda Forbis and Wendy 
Tilby, nominated for an Academy Award for their animated short Wild Life. 
 
This lively survey of 36 artists is an impressively nuanced portrait of the province, pregnant 
with a twisted naturalism that sometimes riffs off the clichés of Alberta art, but is certainly 
not limited by our history. 
 
From one of four aboriginal artists in the show, Bruno Canadien’s updated native wall 
hangings deliberately summon resistance to the oil industry with striking beauty. Banff 
resident Sarah Fuller’s video of attempting handstands in front of the frequently painted 
Mount Robson under a full moon suggests looking at our natural icons from a new 
perspective. Elisabeth Belliveau’s gorgeous three-minute Plasticine animation echoes 
Hollywood moments of female transformation from sources as diverse as Bridget Jones’s 
Diary and Poltergeist. 
 
Terrance Houle creates a time-travel narrative using pinhole photography and archival 
footage to juxtapose the old native belief of having one’s soul stolen with a world where 
everyone now carries a pocket camera. Another animation has Calgary’s Jennifer Wanner 
cleverly updating 17th-century floral still life into a comment about the spread of genetically 
modified organisms. 
 
This pattern of modernizing is reversed with a wink by Laura Vickerson’s Luxe. The Calgary 
artist is warming up a section of the AGA’s signature swoops with Victorian upholstery, 
exploring a baroque, decorative connection between her art and the gallery itself. “It’s like an 
aluminum airplane wing,” she notes with a grin, “but with the cloth on it, it’s like a giant 
couch. All of a sudden it looks like it’s stuffed.” 
 
Upstairs is a striking sculpture by DaveandJenn, collaborators since graduating from Alberta 
College of Art and Design in 2004. -TheBindingLine- is appropriately a pair of creatures, one 
with a natural tree face, the other a magnificent wheel surrounded by bronze-cast skulls 
including a two-headed polar bear. Says Jenn Saleik: “We’ve spent so much time painting 
these intricate worlds, and maybe it’s because we’re growing up in a time when you can 
manufacture almost anything, we wanted to see it in 3-D.” The piece took six months in 
“Twister positions.” 
 
Eric Moschopedis and Mia Rushton’s work contains one of the show’s best ideas, a form of 
culinary art as the two gathered wild ingredients from various neighbourhoods, brewed into 
teas they’ll be serving Sunday. “Edmonton,” they declare, “does not taste like Calgary.” 
Refinery guest director Kyle Armstrong’s experimental footage of the northern lights, just 
back from Hollywood’s AFI Fest, is narrated by indie music legend Will Oldham. It will play 
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the AGA, along with Wild Life, Houle’s film, and Trevor Anderson’s 
heralded The Man That Got Away. 
 
Faye HeavyShield’s coins of buffalo hide and Kristopher Karklin’s photographed models of 
oilsands camp life are both brilliant windows into our remaining frontiers. Taras Polaraiko’s 
Pissing Into the Wind is both delightfully crude and the answer to “what might that look 
like, exactly?” 
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The list goes on, indeed filling a book — itself a beautiful act of journalism. In it, Tousley 
concludes: “If this biennial can be thought of as an embodiment of place, one that surely will 
change in its next manifestation, it situates a place within a place, like nesting boxes. It shows 
us something of where we are now.” 
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